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Locust Swarms in Rev. 9? - posted by Jer2, on: 2012/6/20 9:34
Someone may have talked about drones in a thread somewhere, but I haven't seen it, so I'm posting.
Hearing of insect drones immediately made me wonder if they could be a mechanical part of the locusts in Rev. 9. Here
are links to stories and pictures of the drones.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2161647/Is-really-just-fly-Swarms-cyborg-insect-drones-future-military-sur
veillance.html
http://www.rt.com/news/israel-drone-indoor-butterfly-672/
Re: Locust Swarms in Rev. 9? - posted by learjet, on: 2012/6/20 10:05
Greetings,
There is an excellent series by Brother Zac here related to the end times:
http://www.cfcindia.com/web/mainpages/topical_bible_study.php#The_Last_Days_and_The_Lords_Coming
You can find many of his teaching on this site but I wanted to send you somewhere that you could get the whole series,
all of their stuff is free.
Personally, I believe that Revelation 9 is speaking about the full demonic hoard being released on the Earth (ie the spirit
s that were in prison, fallen angels (demons)). Verse 11 seems to confirm this:
"They had as king over them the angel of the Abyss, whose name in Hebrew is Abaddon and in Greek is Apollyon (that i
s, Destroyer). ~Revelation 9:11"
The demonic king that is over them is satan, he has been since the original rebellion.
Your thoughts?
Re: - posted by Jer2, on: 2012/6/20 10:37
I've not gotten into end-times scriptures much. I read Late Great Planet Earth years ago, began reading and hearing all
sorts of views on who was the anti-Christ, how events would happen and all. Reagan was the anti-Christ, Kissinger, Car
ter, Clinton, Netanyahu, the pope, Bush, Peres, I believe Saddam Hussein, and so on. I finally pulled away from things t
o do with end-times prophecies.
Your view seems right. It's interesting, though, that the insect drones are actually being developed to fly in swarms and t
here is an acronym used for them or their activity--it's SWARM. Is this a preview for us of the satanic swarms of locusts,
is it coincidental, are these drones inspired by the Bible? It is interesting.
Re: , on: 2012/7/6 7:07
I am hearing reports of research that is quite disturbing and almost off the Scy Fi Channel. It seems scientist are experi
menting and some say creating animal human hybrids by combining the DNA's Add the demonics and Rev. 9 becomes
more than symbolic.
Bearmadter.
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Re: - posted by enid, on: 2012/7/6 7:43
Human/animal hybrids are nothing new.
They have been experimenting on it for over 30 years.
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